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At 
fi rst, 
Jack 
Chell-
man 
’14  did 
not 
want 
to 
apply 
to—let 

alone attend—the University 
of Virginia. “My family is a 
big UVA family,” he says, “and 
I wanted to forge my own 
path.” But Director of College 
Counseling Lynn Kittel, knowing 
that Jack would thrive anywhere, 
nominated him for UVA’s 
coveted Jeff erson Scholarship. 
He won the scholarship, which 
looks for “the most promising 
leaders, scholars, and citizens 
in the world.” Jack had just that 
promise.
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At top, left, Jack’s senior portrait from the 2014 edition of Roll Call; above, 
Jack delivers his thesis at the annual presentation for his creative writing 
major; at left, Jack holds the president’s gavel in the historic meeting hall 
of the Jefferson Society.

of his freshman year, eager to 
pursue his passions of writing, 
discourse, and leadership. 
Academically, he was drawn to 
the University’s English and 
political and social thought 
majors, as he could merge his 
interests in creative writing with 
political theory, literature, and 
sociology. Jack’s personal and 
social growth at UVA was just 
as integral to his experience. He 
joined the Queer Student Union, 
of which he became President 
his junior year, and he was also 
the co-founder and editor-in-
chief of Q* Anthology of Queer 
Culture, designed to provide a 
platform for the voices of the 
LGBTQ community and build 
empathy among the student 
body. Additionally, Jack joined 
and later became President of 
the Jeff erson Society— a literary 
and debating organization and 
the University’s oldest student 
group—an involvement that was 

infl uential 
for him. “It 
brings people 
of diff erent 
ideologies 
together 
for various 
debates, 
and helped 
me learn to 
articulate an argument, listen 
to others, and reevaluate my 
argument. It’s a nice model for 
how people should talk to each 
other.” As a leader in the Society, 
Jack won $33,000 in grant 
funding to found the Jeff erson 
Society Archives Project––
an endeavor to organize 
and digitize the thousands 
of archived papers that the 
organization has collected over 
its 193 year history.

Jack graduated from UVA in 
May with degrees in political 
and social thought and English, 
concentrating in literary prose. 
Prior to graduation, he was one 
of 43 Americans awarded the 
prestigious Marshall Scholarship 
for 2018, which “off ers talented 
young Americans the chance 
to study for up to three years at 
a UK university of their choice 
and is considered by the British 
government to be a way to 
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deepen 
and strengthen 
the transatlantic relationship 
between the United States 
and the United Kingdom 
through education and cultural 
exchange.” This fall, Jack will 
begin studying for his master’s 
degree in media, power, and 
public aff airs at Royal Holloway, 
University of London, after 
which he plans to pursue 
another master’s degree in 
ideology and discourse analysis 
from the University of Essex.

In the future, Jack hopes to 
write long-form journalism that 
addresses political divisions in 
the United States and the United 
Kingdom. “I’m committed 
to building bridges between 
divided communities,” Jack says. 
“I believe literary journalism 
has a unique ability to develop 
empathy in an age of political 
polarization.”


